ПРИЗНАНИЕ
MENNO ZANTEMA, «VANDERLANDE
INDUSTRIES»
During our 2 years in Kiev, we have had the assistance of ABEA
Relocation Services. The team helped us with our Home Search,
Immigration Services and the paperwork for International Move
Management.
They performed the work very professional and to our full satisfaction
and we can recommend ABEA Relocation.

HORST WALTHER, RAIFFEISEN BANK AVAL
While my 1.5 years residence in Kiev/Ukraine I was working for the

Raiffeisen Bank Aval. During this time I made use of complex expat
services. I can full heartedly recommend ABEA as a provider for nearly
all kinds of services for expatriates in the Ukraine. With no exception my
experience was positive. ABEA not only met the usual expectations to
standart services. What was of superior value for me was the
extraordinary problem solving competency. Due to these rarely found
skills ABEA found ways out from unforeseen and sometimes difficult
situations.

CHRISTOPH SCHNELLMANN,
SWISSPORT INTERNATIONAL LTD
I want to thank you and your team for your professional support during
our stay in Kiev. In the past year and a half you’ve assisted my wife and
me on numerous occasions with work permits, residency permits and visa
invitations. On all occasions, ABEA always delivered exactly what was
promised when it was promised.
Living in Kiev would have been much more difficult without your support.

MICHAEL BATZ, CEO,
MAN TRUCK & BUS UKRAINE
We would like to express our great thanks to the complete team of ABEA
in supporting us in the difficult situation of moving into an unknown
country with a lot of country-specifics which are quite different to our
home country. ABEA always managed to find a way even the time frame
was pretty short. The way you did look and see trip was s substantial
contribution for our decision to come to Kiev.
Besides the fact that everything worked really fine, we liked very much
the warm-hearted atmosphere in working together with your team.
To make it short: We can really recommend ABEA relocation company.

MATHIEU LEVASSEUR, COUNTRY MANAGER,
BEIERSDORF UKRAINE
It is my pleasure to recommend ABEA Relocation Ltd, a customerfocused team which support expatriate individuals and families in their
relocation to Ukraine, as well as cultural and social orientation.
ABEA experts have been providing us consultancy in all aspects of
current Ukrainian immigration legislation and helped in obtaining the
employment permit, temporary residence permits, visas, dealing with
local authorities, legalizing documents, etc. to ensure smooth and
trouble-free move into Ukraine.
They proved to be highly professional, creative and solution-oriented
team reacting to all our inquiries with speed, enthusiasm and care.
Thus, based on the above, I unreservedly recommend ABEA Relocation
Ltd as a reliable, experienced and resourceful organization able to
address any issues and challenges which may arise when you enter a new
country.

